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Drawn from series at Isak, this giftguide has a very simple, very
direct message: Choose books as
your gifts.
You know, of course, that the book
industry is downright precarious
right now--publisher layoffs are
old news, fewer authors are getting
published in the trimmed lists,
book sales are down, and
influential review sections are
shuttering. Moreover, independent
booksellers, those bastions of
vibrant literary life, are fighting for
their lives.
I quote author Joshua Henkin, who discussed this last year at the Emerging Writers
Network:
What's at stake is the future of books, and of reading culture. Although books
will continue to be published (Stephanie Meyer and J.K. Rowling will publish
their next books), for everyone except a handful of bestselling authors, the
future is far more uncertain. What's at stake is the wealth and diversity of
book culture.
Many classics (books we read in our English classes in high school and
college, books our children read or will read), simply wouldn't be published
by today's standards and, if they were published and didn't sell well
immediately, they would be removed from the bookstore shelves. This is why
it's so important that you buy books for the holidays. There's a website
dedicated to this enterprise which you might want to check out ...
You really can make a difference. A typical paperback novel costs less than
fifteen dollars, far cheaper than a necklace or a sweater or dinner at a nice
restaurant.
I would especially encourage you to buy books from independent bookstores,
which are in the most serious trouble and which promote books that go
beyond the usual bestsellers and where the employees really know about
books. Independent booksellers are the unsung heroes in what are very
difficult times.

All this is true. Your participation in literary culture matters more than ever. And it's
not as if this is something to be done out of charity: there are so many wonderful
books out there, dynamic and strange and absorbing books, books suited to so many
different personalities and tastes.
Choose Books is designed to help you find them.
Each of the entries in this guide features a book that I suggest you consider as a
gift. Spotlighted are books of wide-ranging topics, genres, and styles. They will be
recently published and published long ago; they will be authored by esteemed and
emerging writers by small and large publishers. There are even a few magazines that
make for excellent gift subscriptions. All featured books are in print and available.
(Look to the final pages of this gift guide for recommendations of 70 additional titles
that were not featured in the Isak series). I also suggest what kinds of specific readers
might enjoy the featured book and give you the facts you need to make your gift
choices: cost comparison of the book's different editions, for example.
While designed for the 2009 holiday season, this guide can also help you navigate
2010's birthdays, holidays, ceremonies, and affectionate 'just thinking of you'
surprises (until another edition of the Choose Books Gift Guide is published … )
Because the engaged literary culture we love so much isn't contained in just one
season. Our purposeful choices in support of the joy we share in books go far
beyond.
Anna Clark

Where To Buy These Books:
Your local independent bookseller. Find the shop nearest to you here. You might also
want to prowl the used bookshops for treasures. If the book you want is not in stock,
the bookseller will be happy to order it for you (almost always sans shipping); just
ask! If there are really, truly no indie booksellers near you, consider ordering online
from an independent bookseller, such as Brookline Booksmith or Powell's, and
having it delivered to your doorstep. Another option: order online directly from the
publisher.

Frankenstein: Or, the Modern Prometheus
By Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley
Dr. Victor Frankenstein becomes obsessed with the idea of creating life,
and so plunders graveyards in the search for the parts of a being that he
pieces together in his lab. With lightning, the doctor electrifies the
creature to life.
A relentless thriller and a dark
creation myth, Frankenstein is a
short novel with epic
proportions, wrestling with the
intersection of science, art, and
religion.
The novel was an instant
bestseller when it was first
published in 1818, when the
author was only nineteen years
old.
Says Muriel Spark about this
literary classic:
"Out of that vampire-laden fug of
gruesomeness known as the
English Gothic Romance, only
the forbidding acrid name of
Frankenstein remains in general
usage... Mary Shelley had courage, she was inspired. Frankenstein has entertained,
delighted and harrowed generations of readers to this day."

Consider for people who are one or more of the following:
•
•
•
•

Lovers of the film, "The Young Frankenstein." (In fact, you might consider
complimenting this book by giving it alongside a DVD of the movie.)
Folks who are into horror, science fiction, mystery and/or suspenseful books.
People with a taste for the gothic.
The people who you talk with about the intersection of religion and science.

Recommended Edition:
Everyman's Library
$18.00
This is a gorgeous hardcover at a very reasonable price.
The special presentibality of this copy makes it an ideal
gift: the binding is tight and the cream-colored, acid-free
paper is both readable and lasting. This edition comes
with an introduction by the inimitable fabulist writer,
Angela Carter.

Other Available Editions:
Modern Library
$7.95
Modern Library offers this novel in an attractive and affordable
edition. It comes with an introduction by Wendy Steiner, the chair
of the English department at the University of Pennsylvania and
author of The Scandal of Pleasure.

Penguin Classics
$8.00
It's a ridiculously affordable price and a clean, well-laid out
book. Features a revised introduction and a section with
suggestions for "further reading." It is edited by Maurice
Hindle. This edition contains the revisions Mary Shelley later
made to her story, as well as her 1831 introduction and Percy
Bysshe Shelley’s preface to the first edition. It also includes as
appendices a select collation of the texts of 1818 and 1831
together with ‘’A Fragment’ by Lord Byron and Dr John
Polidori’s ‘The Vampyre: A Tale’.

Vintage Classics
$14.00
This copy features the original two-volume novel from 1816-17
(the earliest surviving draft), and reveals Mary Shelley's writing
process alongside editing suggestions from Percy Shelley. This
would be a good choice for people who are already lovers of the
novel, and/or are working writers themselves.

Scott Pilgrim's Precious Little Life
By Bryan Lee O'Malley
This is the first of a six-volume graphic novel series of adventures
starring Scott Pilgrim--a 23-year-old in Toronto who plays
enthusiastically in a crappy band, is a lazy and broke romantic, and who,
after falling for the mysterious Ramona Flowers, finds out that he has to
fight her seven evil ex-boyfriends in order to win her heart.
Sound weird? It is. Wonderful
too.
I ripped through every Scott
Pilgrim book while I was laid up
with a broken foot this summer.
I was utterly charmed by the
mixture of absurdity and the
astute rendering of twentysomething adriftness. The art is
simple and thoughtful; the
stories are hilarious and
touching.
I'm hardly the only one who fell
under the spell: the Scott Pilgrim
books have caught fire. They are
being adapted into a film
starring Michael Cera and Mary
Elizabeth Winstead as Scott and
Ramona. They're going video
game too: Ubisoft Montreal is
making a game to coincide with
the film release in 2010.

Consider for people who are one or more of the following:
•
•
•
•

Fans of savvy and absurd cartoons, like "The Simpsons."
Hipster types who have a sweet sense of a humor.
Hopeful romantics (especially the type who loves playing video games).
Indie music lovers (especially those that also harbor a taste for manga).

Recommended Edition:
Oni Press
$11.95
In fact, this is the only edition of the first volume in Scott
Pilgrim's six-book series. Unless you're certain that the
recipient of your gift has already stocked up on the five
available editions of the Scott Pilgrim series (the final one
will be published in 2010), this is of course the one to get.
It is delightfully portable and well-made, a worthy
introduction to the bravado, cluelessness, and all-around
charm that is Scott Pilgrim.

Other Available Editions:
You might consider giving the first edition of Scott Pilgrim's adventures alongside
the next few titles in the series. Among them are:

Scott Pilgrim Vs. The World (#2)
$11.95
The publisher description says it all: "Does Scott and
Ramona's burgeoning relationship have a future? Isn't
Scott still supposedly dating Knives Chau? Who is
Ramona's second evil ex-boyfriend, and why is he in
Toronto? Who are The Clash At Demonhead, and what
kind of bizarre art-punky music do they play? Who's their
hot girl keyboardist, and what is Scott's relation to her?
Why are they Knives Chau's new favorite band?"

Scott Pilgrim & The Infinite Sadness (#3)
$11.95
This one is, so far, my favorite of the Scott Pilgrim books.
Envy Adams, who not so long ago broke Scott's heart, comes
into town with her really popular, really good band--and
her new bass-playing vegan boyfriend, who happens to
have formerly dated Ramona. Hell, as they say, is breaking
loose. And so is the laughter.

Scott Pilgrim Gets It Together (#4)
$11.95
In which Scott Pilgrim actually makes some choices. But
that doesn't mean all questions are answered. What is the
deal with Ramona, after all? She seems to get more
mysterious the more time they spend together. Who is the
visitor from Julie's past--and why is this girl, who went to
high school with Scott, showering him with attention? Can
Scott actually keep a job and pay his rent? This volume
features an eight-page color section that opens the book.

The Lives of the Muses: Nine Women and the
Artists They Inspired
By Francine Prose
This is a book that doesn't neatly fit into any genre. Pieced together
through biography, letters, photographs, diaries, memoirs, art,
storytelling, and original insight into that amorphous entity called
inspiration, The Lives of the Muses is simply an experience to be had.
Catalyzed by intrigue for the
creative process and sheer
curiosity about its fascinating
subject, it was a finalist for the
National Book Award. It also
happens to be my favorite book
that I've read from the prolific
Francine Prose.
Prose's book tells the strange and
fascinating stories of, for
example, Alice Liddell; as an
adult, Liddell actually was
awarded an honorary Ph.D. for
being the inspiration behind
Lewis Carroll's Alice in
Wonderland, which Prose points
out is perhaps the only time a
person has been so honored for
being a muse.
The Lives of the Muses also tells of
the writer Lou Andreas-Salomé
(my favorite), who inspired
Nietzsche, Rilke, and Freud; of
the emotional ballet between
dancer Suzanne Farrell and
choreographer George Balanchine; and of Salvador Dalí, who was the only artist to
sign his art with his muse's name; how Gala Dalí smartly worked with this. The most
contemporary muse/artist pairing? Yoko Ono and John Lennon: a story of mutual
muse-hood.

Consider for people who are one or more of the following:
•
•
•

Artists of any sort--writers, graphic designers, tie-dyers, and so on
People who are interested in biography, though they may be disillusioned
with the typical tome format that they come in.
Readers who are in a rut.

Recommended Edition:
HarperCollins
$13.95
This trade paperback edition is the primary available edition of
this provocative book.

Other Available Editions:
A hardcover edition may be available by
special order, or discovered in a used bookshop. A palm e-reader
edition is also available.

Good for the Jews
By Debra Spark
In his review on NPR, Alan Cheuse has this to say about Debra Spark's
new novel:
Here's a smart, sprightly,
sex-drenched and neatly
plotted novel about
Midwestern life set in
Madison. Its got a beautiful
25-year-old inexperienced
Jewish woman as its main
character, some steamy
sexual situations and broad
swath of serious political
concerns about mid-sized
city bigotry and the dangers
of know-nothing
bureaucracies.
From its provocative title
onward, the novel moves
steadily along, with credible
and often compelling
characters, never averting
its eyes from the betrayals and hypocrisy that make life in any town, a
laboratory for the study of contemporary American mores. ...
... Anonymous letters, missing files, vague threats, a synagogue fire, and a
death, followed by a suicide: all this contributes to a superb, sometimes
satirical, always cutting, investigation of the way we all live now, East Coast,
West Coast, or Third Coast.
Good for the Jews draws from the Book of Esther in this contemporary tale set in
Madison, Wisconsin, during the Bush administration. The novel--tinged with
mystery, humor, and the politics of both high school and the broader world--won
this year's Literary Fiction award from the University of Michigan Press.
In full disclosure, Debra Spark has been my writing teacher--formerly in an official
way and informally in an ongoing way. She is one of the smartest and most
insightful people I know. She's also the author of the excellent book, Curious
Attractions: Essays on Fiction Writing and two other novels.

Consider for people who are one or more of the following:
•
•
•

People who are interested in the cultural and political legacy of religion in the
twenty-first century.
Readers who have overdosed on fiction set on the coasts.
People who have a sharp sense of humor about high school.

Recommended Edition:
The University of Michigan Press
$24.00
This hardcover is the one available edition this novel.
Beautifully presentable and gift-ready.

The Lost Massey Lectures: Recovered Classics
from Five Great Thinkers
Edited by Bernie Lucht
There is a wonderful Canadian cultural tradition, and it's called the
Massey Lectures. CBC broadcasts an iconic and much-anticipated public
lecture series that is described as a "feast of ideas." Each year, one of the
brightest minds of our time is invited to give a series of broadcast
lectures on a topic of their choosing--and the results are provoking,
innovative and inspiring. This is a tradition that Canada has kept since
the 1960s and, over time, many of the best lectures have been "lost"--that
is, unavailable in any form to the public.
Here comes this collection to remedy
that. The Lost Massey Lectures features
Martin Luther King, Jr. speaking
about creative nonviolence and
oppression in "Conscience for
Change;" John Kenneth Galbraith on
economics and poverty; Jane Jacobs
on Canadian cities and Quebec
separatism; Paul Goodman on the
moral ambiguity of America; and Eric
W. Kierans on globalism and the
nation-state.
These lectures are not dense-remember, they were read aloud on
national radio--but they are
intellectual beasts, written with
passion and care.
You can mine other outstanding
Massey Lectures--including Margaret
Atwood's Payback: Debt and the Shadow
Side of Wealth, Noam Chomsky's
Necessary Illusions, and Doris Lessing's
Prisons We Choose To Live Inside--here
and here.
As a whole, it seems to me that The
Lost Massey Lectures are to ideas what The Paris Review Interviews are to writing. This
is a book to treasure. Or to give to someone else so they can treasure it.

Consider for people who are one or more of the following:
•
•
•
•

The folks who lure you into conversations of big ideas, like God, government,
the purpose of existence, morality, and so forth.
People who are frustrated with soundbite culture and thinkers who stay "on
message" at the expense of nuance.
People who subscribe to The Walrus.
Canadians. Naturally.

Recommended Edition:
House of Anansi
$24.95 / $18.95
While this is pricier than traditional paperbacks, this is both a
substantial and beautiful edition of the book. I have seen the
price vary at indie booksellers; there might be some issue with
the original Canadian cost varying in American bookshops. I
got my own copy for $18.95 in Ann Arbor. This edition
includes an introduction by Bernie Lucht, the veteran CBC
producer who has been the man behind the Massey Lectures
since 1984.

Other Available Editions:
More Lost Massey Lectures
House of Anansi
$18.95
You might consider a gift that pairs this book with its
companion. This edition features Nobel Peace Prize recipient
Willy Brandt on the dangerous inequities between developing
and industrialized nations; George Grant on the worsening
predicament of the West through an examination of the
thought of Friedrich Nietzsche; Claude Lévi-Strauss on the
nature and role of myth in human history; Frank Underhill on
the deficiencies of the Canadian constitution; and Barbara
Ward, in the very first Massey Lecture, on the origin and
predicament of underdeveloped countries in The Rich Nations and the Poor Nations.

The Great Gilly Hopkins
By Katherine Paterson
Eleven-year-old Gilly (short for Galadriel) is an obnoxious and brilliant
foster kid who sabotages every home she's sent to because she hates
them all. We meet her as she's on her way to the Trotters--a particularly
strange family. Put off by them, Gilly devises a scheme to connect with
her real mother out in California.
Katherine Paterson's 1978
classic won a truckload of
awards, among them the
National Book Award,
the Newbery Honor
medal, the Jane Addams
Book Award, and the
Christopher Award. For
once, the awards got it
right. More currently, it
looks like the book's
coming to the silver
screen, via an adaptation
written by Paterson's son.
But the public reception's
not all favorable: The
Great Gilly Hopkins ranks
as #21 on the American
Library Association's list of the 100 Most Frequently Challenged Books of 1990-2000.
Paterson's other classic, Bridge to Terabithia, is #9.
I'll be honest: this is one of my all-time favorite books of any kind. I read it for the
first time in fourth grade and was haunted by it; even then I had a sense of how
much better it was than most of the books I was reading at the time (sorry,
Babysitter's Club). I remember hating the cover of that old edition and being
surprised that such a powerful story was contained inside. A year ago, I found a
copy of The Great Gilly Hopkins at a library book sale and I picked it up. I read it in
one sitting and was crying as I finished it. Now, I'm a pretty emotive person, but I'm
not provoked to tears by many books. This was one. I am in awe before Paterson; she
packs so much into a slim book, she tells a story simply and with grace, and her
characters are as memorable as any I've ever met.
The Great Gilly Hopkins is hilarious and substantive and whole-hearted and disarming
and utterly original. Every reader deserves a copy of this book. But I'll try to be more
specific ...

Consider for people who are one or more of the following:
•
•

Rambunctious young readers (providing they've already conquered their first
chapter book).
People of any age who are sick of stories that romanticize youth by rendering
kids as either adorably mischievous, sagely innocent, and/or beings that have
a thing or two to teach adults.

Recommended Edition:
HarperCollins
Paperback / $5.99
An affordable and classic paperback edition, this one is both
portable and colorful. It weighs in at a trim 192 pages.

Other Available Editions:
HarperCollins
Hardcover / $16.99
While the hardcover edition is pricier, it does have the
advantage of being a more substantive gift. And if you, like
me, are already smitten with the book, then you might
consider this a worthwhile investment--both for the gift
recipient's sake and (when you pick up a second copy) for
your own. The hardcover is somewhat larger than the
paperback edition, and its page total is 160.

HarperChildrensAudio
Audio / $13.99
Going on a road trip with the gift recipient? Is he or she
more adept at listening to stories than reading them?
Consider the unabridged audio version of The Great Gilly
Hopkins, which was just released last August. It's
narrated by Alyssa Bresnahan and clocks in at four hours
and 39 minutes, or the equivalent of about four CDs.
Bresnhan has also done the audio versions of Alice
Sebold's The Lovely Bones, Ursula Le Guin's Lavinia, and
about a million other books.

Curiously, the same publisher that suggests the text of this book for "ages 10 and up"
also suggests the audio version for those who are "age 18 and up." I don't get it
either.

We Need To Talk About Kevin
By Lionel Shriver
In a series of striking letters to her estranged husband, Franklin, Eva
Khatchadourian dissects the life of her family in the years before her son
Kevin, two days before his sixteenth birthday, went to school and
murdered seven of his classmates, a cafeteria worker, and a teacher who
tried to reach out to him.
Eva's letters are honest and
pained, as she wonders if her
own failings as a parent led to
Kevin's crime. She explores her
ambivalence about motherhood
and how she struggled with
Kevin and his younger sister,
particularly as her son refuses to
speak until age 3 and to be
potty-trained until age 6; and as
the fiercely intelligent boy
grows older and finds cruel
delight in taunting his mother.
As the publisher puts it, We Need
to Talk About Kevin is "a literary
pageturner ... (and) a searing
and complex look at the reasons
couples decide to have children,
the parent-child relationship,
marriage, and the limits of love
and loyalty."
I'd also add that the book
explores the many
manifestations of violence, and
their consequences.
We Need To Talk About Kevin won the Orange Prize in 2005.

Consider for people who are one or more of the following:
•
•
•

People who have a taste for mysteries.
Readers who like books and movies that wrestle with the big questions of our
contemporary time.
Folks who get caught up in psychological thrillers.

Recommended Edition:
HarperCollins
Paperback / $13.99
This trade paperback is 432 pages and includes a reading guide,
an essay by the author ("Failed Novels, Maternal Ambivalence,
and the Orange Prize"), and five pages of Shriver's book
recommendations.

Archy and Mehitabel
By Don Marquis
How to describe the delight of Archy and Mehitabel? Let's start with the
basics: Archy is a cockroach; Mehitabel is a cat in her ninth life. Archy
was once a free verse poet; Mehitabel is an alley cat of uncertain
trustworthiness who claims she was once incarnated as Cleopatra. At
night, Archy continues to tell his stories in "vers libre" by hurling himself
on the keys of Don Marquis' typewriter (Archy calls Don "boss"); the
resulting poems, both hilarious and strange, comprise this collection. Of
course, since Archy isn't capable of pressing the shift key and another
key at the same time, all the poems are lower-case and without
punctuation.
One of my favorites, "the lesson
of the moth," features Archy in
one of his philosophical
moments:
i was talking to a moth
the other evening
he was trying to break
into
an electric light bulb
and fry himself in the
wires
why do you fellows
pull this stunt i asked
him
because it is the
conventional thing for
moths or why
if that had been an
uncovered
candle instead of an electric
light bulb you would
now be a small unsightly cinder
have you no sense
plenty of it he answered
but at times we get tired
of using it
we get bored with the routine
and crave beauty
and excitement

fire is beautiful
and we know that if we get
too close it will kill us
but what does that matter
it is better to be happy
for a moment
and be burned up with beauty
than to live a long time
and be bored all the while
so we wad all our life up
into one little roll
and then we shoot the roll
that is what life is for
it is better to be a part of beauty
for one instand and than cease to
exist than to exist forever
and never be a part of beauty
our attitude toward life
is come easy go easy
we are like human beings
used to be before they became
too civilized to enjoy themselves
and before i could argue him
out of his philosophy
he went and immolated himself
on a patent cigar lighter
i do not agree with him
myself i would rather have
half the happiness and twice
the longevity
but at the same time i wish
there was something i wanted
as badly as he wanted to fry himself
archy
Don Marquis introduced his charmed creations in his daily column, "The Sun Dial,"
for the The Evening Sun newspaper (later named simply The Sun) in New York in
1916. (See the original column where Archy debuted here.) Archy and Mehitabel
were regular features for six years in the column, and for four years after that in the
New York Tribune. After that, Marquis took Archy and Mehitabel to Collier's
magazine and other publications, ultimately resulting in more than 500 sketches.
This book, Archy and Mehitabel, was the first of several collections of the humorous
and charming adventures, published in 1927--accompanied by great illustrations (see
above).

E.B. White wrote a lovely essay about Marquis and his most famous creations (with
fascinating context about how journalism had changed from Marquis' time to
White's). He writes:
Archy has endeared himself in a special, way to thousands of poets and
creators and newspaper slaves, and there are reasons for this beyond the sheer
merit of his literary output. The details of his creative life make him blood
brother to writing men. He cast himself with all I his force upon a key, head
downward. So do we all. And when he was through his, labors, he fell to the
floor, spent. He was vain (so are we all), hungry, saw things from the under
side, and was continually bringing up the matter of whether he should be paid
for his work.
Indeed.

Consider for people who are one or more of the following:
•
•
•

The cynic you'd like to see smile.
People who think that all poems are serious/boring/intimidating.
Readers who are smitten with clever humor, whether found in Mark Twain,
Shel Silverstein, P.G. Wodehouse, Dorothy Parker, Bill Bryson, David Sedaris,
or Sarah Vowell.

Recommended Edition:
Random House
Paperback / $12.95
This is the only current available edition of the original
classic, though you might find excellent out-of-print editions
in used bookstores (my copy came this way).

Other Available Editions:
University Press of New England
Paperback / $17.95
The first of two volumes that collect long-forgotten sketches of
Archy and Mehitabel that were literally rescued from Marquis'
steamer trunk after his death in 1937. It features 34 illustrations.
This would be great as a companion volume gift, perhaps also
with archyology II: the final dig--which is truly the final volume of
the adventures of the whimsical, sage cockroach and the curious
cat.

The Autobiography of Henry VIII: with Notes by
His Fool, Will Somers
By Margaret George
By Ben Haack
Guest Writer

When I Google Henry VIII, a slew of results are displayed, as with
everything that has been ever googled. But after clicking just a few links,
Henry, as with many historical figures quickly becomes more monster
than man.
Many things about him are nearly
common knowledge: his obesity, his
six wives, and his fight with the
Catholic Church. But further digging
reveals the contradictions of his life.
His search for love and an heir, the
thin prince he was and the overweight
king he became, his creation of the
protestant Church of England and his
love for the Catholic Church.
Dig deep enough, and the monster
once again becomes human.
The Autobiography of Henry VIII: with
Notes by His Fool, Will Somers, by
Margaret George, does just that-- digs
deep. Very deep in fact, it covers his
entire life from his point of view,
giving depth to a man that historians
have treated less than kindly.
With over 900 pages, it’s not a book
for the light hearted, but even through
some of the duller aspects that come
with anyone’s life, finding out what
would drive a man to chop off not
one, but two, of his wives' heads keeps the pages turning, all 900 of them. It’s an
amazing account of a man plagued with disillusionment and regret; who’s desire to
be great produced one of the greatest (or at least most notable) historical figures of all
time (that would be Elizabeth I). George spent over a decade researching and writing
this novel, and by the end, the story of Henry VIII seems as complete and final as
only historical fiction can.

Consider for people who are one or more of the following:
•
•
•
•

Lovers of history, or at least historical fiction
Anyone that loves the television series "The Tudors," or the movie "Elizabeth"
(and its sequel).
Britophiles
Anyone the loves memoirs, biographies, or epic stories

Recommended Edition:
Macmillan
Trade Paperback / $17.95
A satisfyingly hefty edition of the novel. Marked as a
national bestseller on the cover, this version is 960 pages.

Guest Writer Ben Haack is a Michigan lad that randomly chose to live in Oklahoma. He has
slowly been sweating to death for seven years. A "non-traditional" university student, Ben
tries to appear as traditional as possible. Find him online at
http://daturavespertine.wordpress.com.

What Is Found There: Notebooks on Poetry and
Politics
By Adrienne Rich
Poet and provocateur, Adrienne Rich is one of the most original minds of
both literature and activism. She has published no less than twenty-four
collections of poetry, alongside many volumes of nonfiction and essays.
In What Is Found There, Rich brings her many identities together with
both verve and passion. What is the purpose of poetry in a world where
there is so much suffering? How can social responsibility and art coexist? How is it even possible to have something like "artistic integrity"
when, as W.H. Auden once put it, "poetry does nothing?"
What Is Found
There is a hybrid
book, at once a set
of deeply-felt
journals; sharpsighted essays
that take close
readings of poets
like Muriel
Rukeyser, Walt
Whitman, Emily
Dickinson, and
Wallace Stevens;
and something
like an anthology-poems that both
well-known and
under-known are
given space.
As well, Rich draws in threads from visual art and the natural world.
The New York Times Book Review indicated that "this is a book of wisdom...more
resonant with each rereading.” The Boston Globe called it, “Essential reading for ...
anyone interested in the current debates on art and politics...and the spiritual and
moral power of literature.” But June Jordan put it best:
The clear-eyed depth and the visionary stretch of these notes bespeak an
irresistible, prophetic intelligence and a huge heart wrestling with the
transformative power of poetry up against the needs of an emerging new
world.

Who knows how long it would take me to find my way to Rich's book if it hadn't
been for sale at an end-of-business sale? The only good thing about such sad sales is
that it inspires readerly whims. This was one of mine. And now, it is a book that I
will never be "done" reading. I want to put a copy in the hand of everyone I know.
This is a powerful book, and a joy to read.

Consider for people who are one or more of the following:
•
•

•

People who struggle to balance their individual acts of creativity with a
broader sense of social responsibility.
Politically-minded folks who might be ready for more nuance (I'm thinking of
an activist friend who told me that she only reads nonfiction now because her
reading attention is inevitably limited and she feels compelled to give it to
'true stories' so she can better understand what's going on in the world. Rich's
book could be something of a gateway drug for her, so that she can better see
the expansive truth that can only be conveyed through fiction and poetry.)
Bookworms with a generous heart.

Recommended Edition:
W.W. Norton
Paperback / $14.95
Definitely look for this 2003 "expanded edition" of the
book (which was originally published ten years before):
it features a new preface and a new essay, "Six
Meditations in Place of a Lecture," that Rich wrote after
September 11, 2001. Taken in the prism of the wars in
Iraq and Afghanistan, Rich's book takes another shade of
resonance.
Not to judge by it or anything, but it also has a much
nicer cover than the original.

Fugitive Pieces
By Anne Michaels
When people ask me what my favorite book is, after I pish-tosh and
qualify, I often name Fugitive Pieces as being one of the books I most love.
That’s a fact that surprised me; I never picked out this novel for myself.
It came to me in
the mail one
day, a gift from
a British fellow
who I only
knew for a short
(and romantic)
time. I had
never heard of
Anne
Michaels—even
though the
Canadian writer
had published
two acclaimed
books of poems
before she
wrote her first
novel in 1998,
and even
though that
novel won the Orange Prize (and the Guardian Fiction award, the Trillium Award,
the City of Toronto Book Award, the Lannan Literary Fiction award, the Jewish Book
Award, and was a New York Times Notable Book of the Year - whew). To me,
though, she was a stranger.
Perhaps that unfamiliarity contributed to the sense of astonishment that I felt as I
moved through this magnificent, haunting novel. It takes such a strange story—
beginning from the moment that real-life poet Jakob Beer, then seven years old,
broke out of the mud burying his Polish city in 1940. (He had been hidden from
soldiers who proceeded to murder his family). He is rescued by a Greek geologist
who doesn't at first recognize the boy as human until he begins to cry. The geologist-the intellectual Athos--smuggles the boy out of the country and eventually to
Toronto where he raises him, rivaling Atticus Finch as one of my favorite fictional
father figures.
The book follows Jakob's life as his wildness spills into his life as an artist, while at
the same time splitting the novel to also follow the story of Ben, a younger man on
the brink of his own brand of transformation, spiritual and otherwise.

Said Publisher's Weekly about the novel:
Searing the mind with stunning images while seducing with radiant prose ...
this novel will make readers yearn to share it with others, to read sentences
and entire passages out loud, to debate its message, to acknowledge its
wisdom.
In all, Fugitive Pieces is a story of ghosts, art, and memory. It was made into a movie
in 2007, directed by Jeremy Podeswa.

Consider for people who are one or more of the following:
•

•
•

People who liked Marilynne Robinson’s Housekeeping. While that is a very
different novel, something in the haunted storytelling seems to rhyme with
Anne Michaels’ project.
People who are into historical stories, especially ones that are connected to
World War II.
Folks who are hungry for a book that lets them surrender to gorgeous
language while it is at the same time intellectually interesting.

Recommended Edition:
Random House
Paperback / $14.95
I've also seen this 304-page paperback available for $12.00. You
can digitally page through the book here.

Lies My Teacher Told Me: Everything Your
American History Textbook Got Wrong
By James Loewen
Be ready: This one is a socks knocker-offer.
This provocative book zooms in
on eighteen of the leading high
school American history
textbooks and discovers exactly
how much dull misinformation
and empty-headed storytelling
that we require young citizens
to rotely learn. What's missing
from the standard history we
expect of the people who will be
voting and leading our nation?
Nearly all ambiguity, passion,
conflict, questioning, and drama
from our past (to paraphrase
from the book's publisher).
A true passion for history comes
to the fore in Lies My Teacher
Told Me, as it compares
historical myths of America's
origins--from Christopher
Columbus to the Pilgrims,
Abraham Lincoln to Vietnam--with an honest and vibrant account of our past that is
grounded in truth. Chapters include:
•
•
•
•
•

Handicapped by History: The Process of Hero-making
"Gone With the Wind": The Invisibility of Racism in American History
Textbooks
Watching Big Brother: What Textbooks Teach About the Federal Government
Down the Memory Hole: The Disappearance of the Recent Past
Progress Is Our Most Important Product

This book is a persuasive call for clarity in our foggy contemporary time; a lively and
powerful handbook for anyone who thinks that what happened in our nation--and
what is happening--matters. Because of this, and because of Loewen's dynamic
writing, this book is the sort that becomes an underground favorite, passed from
hand to hand, the spark for a thousand conversations. For my part, I couldn't get the
book out of my mind. It inspired an article I wrote where I compared how history
was taught in three high schools with very different demographics--an experience
that brought the book to life and underlined how much is at stake.

Lies My Teacher Told Me won both the American Book Award and the Oliver C. Cox
Anti-Racism Award, that last of which is given by the American Sociological
Association.

Consider for people who are one or more of the following:
•

•
•
•

People who are in any way connected with the education world, be they
teachers, students, advocates, school board members, regents, policymakers,
or, hell, even coaches.
People who dug A People’s History of the United States—or would dig it, if they
read it, but are perhaps put off by the heft of Howard Zinn’s book.
The ones who you catch watching The History Channel, or "Roots," or "Band
of Brothers."
Activists, and others engaged with politics--from get-out-the-vote types, to
government employees and military servicemembers, to elected officials.

Recommended Edition:
Touchstone
Paperback / $16.00
This trade paperback edition is the 2007 re-issue of the
original 1995 book. It is 464 pages and contains updated
material and revisions that look at the George W. Bush
administration, the Iraq War, and 9/11.

Sugar
By Bernice L. McFadden
In a literary world of shrinking space for book reviews, Sugar has gotten
an impressive share of the attention. The Dallas Morning News compares
author Bernice L. McFadden's storytelling to Zora Neale Hurston (a fact
that piqued my interest).
The Chicago Defender admires McFadden's
"amazing talent." Ebony is impressed with its
"unforgettable images, unique characters, and
moving story that keeps the pages turning until
the end." And don't even get me started on the
effusive customer reviews that I've spied online
...
So what's all the fuss about?
Sugar follows the "anti-heroine" of the title
through mid-century America, from an
Arkansas bordello, to St. Louis, to Detroit, and
back to Arkansas. Raised by a trio of prostitutes,
Sugar's heart hardens as she moves from place to
place. When she returns to Arkansas after her
mother's death and practices the world's oldest
profession in the small town of Bigelow, the
local woman turn against her.
Meanwhile, Pearl--Sugar's neighbor--has her
own haunting story and her own reasons for
wanting to go against the town sentiment to
make friends with Sugar.
Sugar is McFadden's first novel and it won
several awards, including the Barnes & Noble
Discover Great New Writers Award; the Gold Pen Award; the Black Caucus Ala
Literary Award; and the Black Writers Alliance Award. You can read an excerpt
here. Since this book's publication, McFadden has published five other novels.
Oh, and incidentally? December happens to be National Buy a Book By a Black
Author and Give It To Somebody Not Black Month. This pick could be your
purchase.

Consider for people who are one or more of the following:
•
•
•

Folks who like strong narratives that don't forget the art of storytelling,
especially folks who have an affection for front-porch storytelling.
People interested in fiction with strong, vibrant landscapes that both intersects
with the fortunes of its characters.
Those who have an interest in fiction set in the South and in gossipy smalltowns.

Recommended Edition:
Penguin
Paperback / $14.00
This is the most recent edition of the book originally published
in 1999. It is 240 pages.

Other Available Editions:
This Bitter Earth
Paperback / $14.00
You might consider giving Sugar along with its sequel, This Bitter
Earth. In the follow-up, Sugar leaves Bigelow, Arkansas and
returns to her hometown of Short Junction, where she discovers
the strange stories about her past.

War Talk
By Arundhati Roy
Sure, you remember Arundhati Roy for her splendid 1997 debut novel,
The God of Small Things, which won the Booker prize and a whole lot of
deserved international attention.
It's the only piece of fiction that Roy has published.
Since The God of
Small Things, Roy
has embraced the
form of the essay.
She's published
quite a lot of
collections, almost
entirely with
independent
publishers. War Talk
is one of them.
In a series of
plainspoken essays,
Roy examines the
ideas of "democracy
and dissent, racism
and empire, and
war and peace," as
South End Press
describes it. First published in 2003 and drawn from her Lannan Foundation lecture
on the first anniversary of 9/11, Roy's essays pay special attention to the United
States wars in Iraq and Afghanistan. Given the recent announcement of a series
escalation of troops, Roy's examination of militarism is hardly dated.
War Talk turns expansive in its look at the rise of religious and racial violence,
frightening government tactics against Muslims in India, and nuclear aggression
between India and Pakistan. At its base, the book questions what it means to be a
nation, to be part of an ethnic group, to be a writer, or an activist.
Roy writes in the title essay:
The last question every visiting journalist always asks me is: Are you writing
another book? That question mocks me. Another book? Right now? This talk of
nuclear war displays such contempt for music, art, literature, and everything
else that defines civilization. So what kind of book should I write?
What might be onerously heavy material is, in Roy's hand, accessible and clear, firstperson and honest. War Talk benefits from concise writing in simple language; its

origins as a speech intended to be delivered out loud are apparent. Also apparent:
Roy's passion and conscience, which gives every page energy. This is an eloquent
collection from the writer who was jailed in India after she refused to comply with
attempts to silence her criticism of the government.
Essays include:
• "Ahimsa"
• "Come September"
• "The Loneliness of Noam Chomsky"
• "Confronting Empire"
This book was a finalist for the 2004 Independent Publisher Awards in
Essay/Creative Nonfiction.

Consider for people who are one or more of the following:
•
•
•

•
•

People who made anxious comments after the announcement of the recent
escalation of the war in Afghanistan.
The folks who carpooled with you to anti-war protests.
People who send you links to Martin Luther King, Jr.'s "Beyond Vietnam"
speech, or of Dwight Eisenhower calling out the military industrial complex in
his farewell speech.
People who loved The God of Small Things.
People who care about war and violence, but perhaps feel like they don't have
the "facts" to support their opinions. That is, the folks who say, "I don't know
enough" when Iraq comes up-- and are intimidated to read large academic
tomes on the subject.

Recommended Edition:
South End Press
Paperback / $12.00
A slim, attractive paperback, War Talk is 154 pages. For a
more hefty gift, perhaps for the person you know who is
especially a fan of Arundhati Roy, you might consider giving
the cloth edition of the book -- though it's much pricier,
probably because it's intended for libraries.

Drinking Coffee Elsewhere
By ZZ Packer
"This is the old time religion of storytelling."
That's how The New York Times
Book Review praised ZZ Packer for
this collection of eight vivid
stories. Packer must have been
pleased, as this sentiment rhymes
so well with the epigraph she
chose for her book, written by Alex
Haley in Roots: "Join me in the
hope that this story of our people
can help to alleviate the legacies of
the fact that preponderantly have
been written by the winners."
In "Brownies," (one of my
favorites), we follow a Brownie
troop of black girls who face off
with a troop of white girls. Its first
line begs you to read on: "By our
second day at Camp Crescendo,
the girls in my Brownie troop had
decided to kick the asses of each
and every girl in Brownie Troop
909."
Meanwhile, in "The Ant of the
Self," my other favorite Packer
story, we meet a studious young
man who goes with his father to the Million Man March, wrestling along the way
with caged exotic birds and where to place his loyalty (first line: "'Opportunities,' my
father says after I bail him out of jail.")
Other tales follow an isolated student at Yale who disdains her classmates (you can
read this story here); a group of drifters in Japan; a nurse with dreams of religion and
romance; a girl who runs away to meet her crack-addicted mother in Atlanta; an
inspired young girl in 1961 who decides to stage her own one-person sit-in at a
segregated diner; and a young woman who leaves Kentucky to teach at an urban
school in Baltimore--and it's not just her students that bring her to her defeat.
Packer's writing is versatile and insightful, edgy and fierce, and it is powered by a
strong storytelling voice. The stories wrestle with ideas of race, religion, belonging,
family, education, rage, indifference, and longing. In all, this collection moves
between the humorous and the wise -- and is altogether memorable.

I'm not the only one who loves ZZ Packer's stories: Drinking Coffee Elsewhere was a
finalist for the PEN/Faulkner Award; an ALA Notable Book; a finalist for the Atlanta
Choice Award; winner of the Alex Award; a New York Times Notable Book; and the
San Francisco Chronicle Best Book of the Year. John Updike choose it as a Today
Show Book Club pick.
See also: Robert Birnbaum and ZZ Packer did a wonderful and funny interview
together shortly after this collection was published.

Consider for people who are one or more of the following:
•
•
•
•

People who are great verbal storytellers, who can have a table laughing with
some tales and, with others, have the group hushed and attentive.
People who laugh and hush before those great verbal storytellers.
Former Brownies and attendees of the Million Man March.
Fans of Percival Everett, Flannery O'Connor, Richard Bausch, Allan Gurganus,
Eudora Welty and/or Edward P. Jones.

Recommended Edition:
Riverhead Books
Paperback / $15.00
This edition of the 2004 paperback is 288 pages.

Reluctantly Alice
By Phyllis Reynolds Naylor
Alice McKinley is starting the seventh grade at a junior high school in
Maryland ... and things aren't going well. Between fending off a bully
and navigating the romantic entanglements of her widowed father and
much older brother, Alice's attempts to be helpful and have everyone
like her prove to be more complicated then she expected.
What makes this
book extraordinary is
the vital and realistic
portrayal of Alice
and the surrounding
characters. I have
rarely seen twelveyear-olds written
about in such an
authentic way. The
book is by turns
hilarious and
heartbreaking, wise
and rousing, and
sharply honest.
Want proof? Naylor's
Alice books are
among the most banned books in the nation (#1 in 2004), ostensibly due to sexual
content, offensive language, and being "unsuited to age group."
In truth, Naylor's writing gives great credit to the intelligence and compassion of
young people; she in no way condescends to Alice or her young readers, or tries to
feed them simple stories that are 'good for them.' In fact, this Newbery-winning
author is an antidote to all that.
Reluctantly Alice is one of many books that Naylor has written about the growing up
of Alice McKinley (inspiring a vibrant online community) ... but as the first one I
read, it remains my favorite. I read it as a teenager and felt such a kinship with Alice,
it was almost embarrassing. It was named one of School Library Journal's best books of
the year and a Children's Book-of-the-Month Club Featured Selection.

Consider for people who are one or more of the following:
•
•

Young people on the brink of (or the thick of) the ravages of middle school
Folks that made it through the ravages of middle school ... and would like to
be assured that not all young adult fiction is like Gossip Girls

•
•
•

People with siblings/nieces/children/nephews who are at the beginning of
teenager-hood
People who can't sing. You'll see why when you read it.
Fans of Katherine Paterson, Judy Blume, Laurie Halse Anderson, Jerry
Spinelli, Louis Sacher, E.L. Konigsburg, Walter Dean Myers, and/or Norma
Fox Mazer.

Recommended Edition:
Simon & Schuster
Paperback / $5.99
This is the new 2008 edition of the title that was
originally published in 1991. It is 208 pages and even
more affordable than lunch at your local sandwich shop.

Other Available Editions:
Simon & Schuster
Hardcover / $16.95
At the price of paperbacks aimed
for adults, this edition is very
affordable while offering the specialness of a hardcover. It is
192 pages.

Other Great Books as Gifts …
… for people who like books with a bit of magic in them
•
•
•
•

Magic for Beginners. By Kelly Link. (Harcourt/Harvest)
Coast of Chicago. By Stuart Dybek. (Macmillan)
A Companion for Owls: Being the Commonplace Book of D. Boone, Long Hunter,
Back Woodsman, & c. By Maurice Manning. (Harcourt)
Kindred. By Octavia Butler. (Beacon Press)

… for philosophically-minded people
•
•
•
•
•
•

On Beauty and Being Just. By Elaine Scarry. (Princeton University Press)
Myths to Live By. By Joseph Campbell. (Penguin)
Bright-Sided: How the Relentless Promotion of Positive Thinking Has Undermined
America. By Barbara Ehrenreich (Metropolitan Books/Henry Holt)
After the Fall. By Arthur Miller. (Penguin)
The Woman Warrior: Memoirs of a Girlhood Among Ghosts. By Maxine Hong
Kingston. (Vintage)
A Paradise Built in Hell: The Extraordinary Communities That Arise in Disaster. By
Rebecca Solnit. (Viking)

… for people who like strange, uncommon books
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

All Over. By Roy Kesey (Dzanc Books)
The Bloody Chamber and Other Stories. By Angela Carter. (Penguin)
Ficciones. By Jorge Luis Borges. (Grove Press)
The Selected Levis. By Larry Levis. (University of Pittsburgh Press)
The Book of the Unknown: Tales of the Thirty-Six. By Jonathan Keats. (Random
House)
The Lone Ranger & Tonto Fistfight in Heaven. By Sherman Alexie.
(Grove/Atlantic)
A Complete History of New Mexico. By Kevin McIlvoy. (Graywolf)
Novels in Three Lines. By Felix Feneon (New York Review of Books)

… for people engaged in social and cultural issues
•
•

The Terror Dream: Fear and Fantasy in Post-9/11 America. By Susan Faludi.
(Metropolitan Books)
While in Darkness There is Light: Idealism & Tragedy on an Australian Commune.
By Louella Bryant (Dzanc Books)

•
•
•
•

The Means of Reproduction: Sex, Power, & the Future of the World. By Michelle
Goldberg (Penguin)
Newjack: Guarding Sing-Sing. By Ted Conover. (Vintage)
Dead Man Walking. By Sister Helen Prejean. (Vintage)
What is the What. By David Eggers. (McSweeney’s)

… for people who like funny books
•
•
•
•
•
•

Self-Help. By Lorrie Moore. (Vintage)
The Sisters Rosenweig. By Wendy Wasserstein. (Mariner Books)
The Portable Dorothy Parker. By Dorothy Parker. (Penguin)
The Most of PG Wodehouse. By PG Wodehouse (Touchstone)
Embroideries. By Marjane Satrapi. (Pantheon)
A Map of Home. By Randa Jarrar. (Penguin)

… for people who like stories with adventure in them
•
•
•
•
•

Fat City. By Leonard Gardner. (University of California Press)
Big Machine. By Victor LaValle. (Spiegal & Grau)
A Prayer for Owen Meany. By John Irving. (Modern Library)
The Book of Night Women. By Marlon James. (Riverhead)
Hope and Other Dangerous Pursuits. By Laila Lalami. (Harvest)

… for young people
•
•
•
•
•

Half-Magic. By Edgar Eager. (Sandpiper)
The Princess Bride. By William Goldman/S. Morgenstern. (Harcourt)
The Giver. By Lois Lowry. (Random House)
Speak. By Laurie Halse Anderson. (Puffin Books)
A Wrinkle in Time. By Madeline L’Engle. (Square Fish)

… for sophisticates
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Breakfast at Tiffany’s. By Truman Capote. (Random House)
The Group. By Mary McCarthy. (Harcourt)
Radio Golf. By August Wilson. (Theatre Communications Group)
Ways of Seeing. By John Berger. (Penguin)
Of Human Bondage. By W. Somerset Maugham. (Modern Library)
Let the Great World Spin. By Colum McCann. (Random House)
Paris Stories. By Mavis Gallant (New York Review of Books)

… for spiritual seekers

•
•
•
•
•
•

Dorothy Day: Selected Writings. Ed. by Robert Ellsburg. (Orbis Books)
Small Wonder: Essays. By Barbara Kingsolver. (Harper Perennial)
East of Eden. By John Steinbeck. (Penguin)
The Death of Adam: Essays on Modern Thought. By Marilynne Robinson.
(Picador)
Awakening to the Sacred: Creating a Personal Spiritual Life. By Lama Surya Das.
(Broadway Books)
The Fall. By Albert Camus. (Vintage International)

… for writers
•
•

•
•
•
•

Maps of the Imagination: The Writer as Cartographer. By Peter Turchi. (Trinity
University Press)
Savage Beauty: The Life of Edna St. Vincent Millay. By Nancy Milford. (Random
House)
In Search of Duende. By Frederico Garcia Lorca. (New Directions)
The Magical Chorus: A History of Russian Culture from Tolstory to Solzhenitsyn. By
Solomon Volkov. (Vintage)
The Resistance to Poetry. By James Longenbach. (University of Chicago Press)
Changing My Mind: Occasional Essays. By Zadie Smith. (Penguin)

… for lovers of nature and the outdoors
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Desert Solitaire: A Season in the Wilderness. By Edward Abbey. (Touchstone)
Pilgrim at Tinker Creek. By Annie Dillard. (Harper Perennial)
A River Runs Through It and Other Stories. By Norman Maclean. (University of
Chicago Press)
Servants of the Map. By Andrea Barrett. (WW Norton)
Out Stealing Horses. By Per Petterson. (Picador)
The Art of the Commonplace: Agrarian Essays. By Wendell Berry. (Shoemaker &
Hoard)
Manifestos on the Future of Food and Seed. Ed. by Vandana Shiva (South End
Press)

… for history buffs
• The Vagrants. By Yiyun Li. (Random House)
•
•
•
•
•

Arc of Justice: A Saga of Race, Civil Rights, & Murder in the Jazz Age. By Kevin
Boyle. (Henry Holt)
The Known World. By Edward P. Jones. (Amistad Press)
Will in the World: How Shakespeare Became Shakespeare. By Stephen Goldblatt.
(WW Norton)
Café Europa: Life After Communism. By Slavenka Drakulic. (Penguin)
King Leopo

The Top Ten Magazine Gift Subscriptions
This year, consider giving the gift of ideas.
When you offer a gift subscription to an outstanding magazine, you aren't just
sending a source of delight to the recipient's mailbox throughout the next year. You
are also delivering the opportunity to participate in the public conversation, to
catalyze the imagination, and to tap into new ways of thinking.
At the same time, you get the chance to disseminate favorite periodicals into the
world, strengthening support for the brightest lights on the newsstand. It is one of
my favorite items to give. There are literally hundreds of excellent opportunities for
magazines as gifts; here is what you need to know about ten of them.

1. The Sun
Tagline: Personal. Political. Provocative. Ad-Free.
Details: 12 issues/year. Founded in 1974 and

remains an independent nonprofit publication.
Publishes essays, interviews, fiction, poetry,
photography, "The Dog-Eared Page," and its
famous "Readers Write" section.

Recent articles: "Who Will Heal the Healers?

Pamela Wible on What's Missing from Healthcare
Reform"; "Eighteen Attempts at Writing About a
Miscarriage"; "Selected Poems: Tony Hoagland";
"Readers Write: Selling Out"; "Small is Beautiful:
Economics as if People Mattered"; "Spring Comes
to New Jersey."

Gift Subscriptions: First one-year subscription

is $36; each additional gift is $25 (30% off the
regular price). Each recipient gets a card
announcing the gift. If you are already a
subscriber and renew now, all gift subscriptions are 30% off.

Trademarks: No ads in any issue; the magazine depends on subscription support.
Beautifully designed, and features outstanding writing animated by hope. As it
describes itself, The Sun uses "words and photographs to invoke the splendor and
heartache of being human."

Consider this as a gift for: Idealists. People who are fed up with a culture of
soundbites and summary, who long for expansive perspectives. Artists.

2. The Boston Review
Tagline: A Political and Literary Forum
Details: 6 issues/year. Founded in 1975 and

remains an independent nonprofit publication.
Publishes essays, fiction, poetry, and book reviews.

Recent articles: "A Death in Texas: Profit,

Poverty & Immigration Coverage"; "The Lost
Radical: Edward Carpenter's Democracy of the
Soul"; "Desperately Seeking Sam: Remembering
Beckett Twenty Years After His Death"; "Poet's
Sampler: Farnoosh Fathi"; "Uproars: Authenticity &
the South Asian Political Novel" "Edit This Page: Is
This the End of Wikipedia?"

Gift Subscriptions: One year subscription is $25 (33% off cover price).
Trademarks: The Boston Review describes itself as "committed to equality and

reason, convinced that the imagination eludes political categories." And indeed, this
proves true. Also, the publication is wonderfully large-form.

Consider this as a gift for: People who are--or want to be--deeply engaged in the

public conversation. People who are hungry for investigative journalism. People who
love excellent newspapers.

3. One Story
Tagline: N/A
Details: Publishes one short story about every three
weeks for 18 issues/year. Only available via
subscription. It is a nonprofit publication founded in
2002.

Recent stories: "Finding Peace," by Sheila

Schwartz; "Desiderata," by Jennifer Haigh; "Frost
Mountain Picnic Massacre," by Seth Fried; "Children
Are the Only Ones Who Blush," by Joe Meno.

Gift Subscriptions: One year subscription is $21,
amounting to about one dollar per issue. Use the
promo code "CHEERS9" for an $18 subscription.

Trademarks: As I've written before, One Story
publishes really good stories in a variety of styles. Topnotch. It is attractively simple and perfectly portable -- you can slip it into your
pocket. One Story also publishes a writer one time only, ensuring its commitment to
different voices.

Consider this as a gift for: People who are weighed down by the books they
carry everywhere. People who love reading, but have trouble finding time for it.
People interested in engaging with the best of contemporary literary culture.

4. Bitch Magazine
Tagline: Feminist Response to Pop Culture
Details: 4 issues/year. Founded as a zine in
1996, it has grown to have a circulation of
50,000. It is a nonprofit independent
magazine. Publishes columns, essays,
interviews, comics, "Love It/Shove It," and
reviews of books, music, and film.

Recent articles: "Oh Yoko! 20 Ways of

Looking at an Art World Icon;" "Wife
Support: The New Meaning of the Old Ball
and Chain;" "Unraveling Reality TV's
Twisted Fairy Tales;" "Mapping Home:
Interview with First-Time Author Randa
Jarrer;" "On Abstinence: The Twilight Series
Has Created a New YA Genre--Abstinence
Porn."

Gift Subscriptions: $24.95 per year. You
can choose to start the subscription with the
current winter Art/See issue, or the upcoming spring Old issue.

Trademarks: Each issue has a creative theme that coheres the issue, such as

"Art/See," "Noir," "Lost & Found," "Masculinity," and "Fake." Bitch is whip-smart,
funny, and a total original.

Consider this as a gift for: Younger people, especially women in their teens and

twenties. People who are overwhelmed by--or buying into--creepy media messages
about how they should behave. Smartypants types who spend a lot of time watching
television on Hulu and playing Guitar Hero.

5. Orion Magazine
Tagline: nature / culture / place
Details: 6 issues/year. Founded as a quarterly in
1982 and is operated by The Orion Society, which
also engages in community activism and
environmental teaching. Publishes long-form essays,
poetry, photography, book reviews, and the regular
"Sacred & Mundane" section.

Recent articles: "Beautiful Ruination;" "Putting

Things Back Together: Considering Wallace Stegner
on the Centennial of His Birth;" "Walks Around the
World;" "Mulholland's View;" "The Defenders (poem
by Wendell Berry);" "The Poetry of Power."

Gift Subscriptions: Offers 2-for-1 gift

subscriptions; that is, a year-long gift subscription for a total of $35.

Trademarks: Gorgeous format and fascinating writing. "Exists at the intersection

where real change can occur, delving into the connections between nature, science,
justice, art, and politics."

Consider this as a gift for: Your hiking partner. People who recycle. Travelers

and nomads; those who are struck by wanderlust. Gardeners, especially those who
also like poetry. Fans of Wendell Berry and Annie Dillard; Edward Abbey and Aldo
Leopold; Henry David Thoreau and Rebecca Solnit; Barry Lopez and Bill McKibben.

6. Oxford American
Tagline: The Southern Magazine
of Good Writing
Details: 4 issues/year out of the

University of Central Arkansas.
Publishes columns, essays, fiction,
poetry, and features that fall in
regular departments: "Writing on
Writing," "Lit Crit," "Reflection,"
"Travel," "Lifestory," and "Local Fare."

Recent articles: "Amina Claudine

Myers: Keeping Music Open;" "Fading
From View: Was Thomas Wolfe a
Genius? And Should We Care?;" "The
Invitation" (fiction by Barb Johnson);"
"Leaving Louisiana;" "Why Teach
Faulkner?;" "Best Southern Books of
All Time;" "Ode to a Living CivilRights Memorial;" "Kenni Huskey:
Almost a Teen Queen;" "Underrated
Southern Books."

Gift Subscriptions: Offers the first gift subscription for $20; the second gift

subscription for $15. One of these issues will be the annual Southern music issue, and
include a CD.

Trademarks: Celebrates writers and artists with connections to the South, both as

subject and as the authors of this magazine's articles. Eclectic, fascinating writing that
disarms readers of any region. Impressive art, photography, and design.

Consider this as a gift for: Book-lovers and writers who live in the South (or who
wish they did). Armchair travelers and road-trippers. People who are hungry for a
livelier version of traditional literary magazines. Fans of the living tradition of
Eudora Welty, ZZ Packer, Tim Gautreaux, Allan Gurganus, Roy Blount, Jr., and/or
Ernest J. Gaines.

7. Virginia Quarterly Review
Tagline: A National Journal of Literature & Discussion
Details: 4 book-length issues/year out of the

University of Virginia. Founded in 1925. Features
fiction, poetry, long-form essays, investigative
journalism, photography galleries, book reviews,
comics, the "VQR Portfolio" -- a collection of themed
writings -- and "Dispatch," or features from abroad.

Recent articles: "The Death of the American

Dream;" "The Vanishing American" (fiction by Leslie
Parry); "The Young Mothers of Port-au-Prince;" "Lionel
Trilling & Allen Ginsberg: Liberal Father, Radical Son;"
"Slipping from Shangri-La;" poetry portfolio of Rita
Dove; "The Dice Player: A Symposium on the Life and
Work of Mahmoud Darwish."

Gift Subscriptions: Subscriptions are $32 per year,

or 40% off the cover price. If you give it as a gift, VQR
will send a handwritten note along with your personal message to the recipient,
announcing the gift.

Trademarks: Expansive reading; each issue is really a book (about 200 pages). VQR
doubles as a beautiful art object; the photography is incredible. Committed to
international voices. Each issue focuses on a particular issue; for example, the Fall
2009 issue takes a close look at the drug war.

Consider this as a gift for: People who feel pulled in the directions of both

literature and politics. People who love long conversations about current events.
People hungry to better understand the world. Questioners.

8. Gulf Coast
Tagline: A Journal of Literature and Fine Arts
Details: 2 issues/year of about 250 pages apiece.

Publishes fiction, nonfiction ("lyric essay), poetry, book
reviews, art, and interviews. Founded in 1986 out of
the University of Houston by Philip Lopate and
Donald Barthelme.

Recent features: "The Wilhelm Scream" (nonfiction

by Elena Passarello); "The Cartographer's Girl" (fiction
by Matt Bell); "Your Headache" (poem by Laura
Kasischke); "Chuck Klosterman: Do You Think You'll
Be Able To Love Again?" (interview); "Barry Hannah:
Crying Like a Fire in the Sun" (interview); "A Heap of Broken Images" (graphic
response to 'The Waste Land').

Gift Subscriptions: One-year subscriptions are $16, or 30% off the cover price.
Trademarks: An especially tasteful journal in every way, one that's good for paging
through over several weeks.

Consider this as a gift for: Artists. Dreamers. Voracious readers.

9. Bookforum
Tagline: N/A
Details: 5 issues/year, each including extensive

reviews of fiction, nonfiction, and graphic novels, as
well as columns, interviews, and essays. Its sister
publication, Artforum, focuses on contemporary art.
Founded in 1994.

Recent features: "The Novel and 9/11;" "Trump

Cards: John Banville on The Original of Laura;" "Altar
Ego: Francine Prose on Ayn Rand and the World She
Made;" "Enumeration Sensation" (essay on lists and
list-making);" "Guns, Plot & Vonnegut: John Irving
Talks With Bookforum;" "God, Living is Enormous:
How Might the Novelist Reconcile Fiction and Faith-Make-Believe and Must-Believe?"

Gift Subscriptions: One-year subscriptions are
$16.

Trademarks: Luxurious large-form publication.
Consider this as a gift for: People who were peeved to learn of Book World from

the Washington Post and Kirkus Reviews closing shop. Booksellers (formal and
otherwise). People who are members of book clubs and/or volunteers for the library.
People who scribble suggested titles for you on tiny scraps of paper.

10. Harper's Magazine
Tagline: N/A
Details: 12 issues/year. Founded in 1850 (it is

the second-oldest continuously operated
publication in the country) and is now operated
independently. It publishes essays on literature,
politics, culture, and business, as well as fiction,
miscellany, and its famous "Harper's Index."

Recent articles: "The Intelligence Factory:

How America Makes Its Enemies Disappear;"
"Ghosts of Wounded Knee"; "The Necessity of
Agriculture;" "The Worst of Times: Revisiting
the Great Depression;" "Final Edition: Twilight
of the American Newspaper;" "A Man of
Extinction: J.G. Ballard's Distinctive Cast of
Mind;" fiction by Steven Millhauser, Jonathan
Lethem, and Christine Schutt.

Gift Subscriptions: One-year subscriptions are $16.97, which is 84% off the cover

price (!). Subscription includes online access to the full Harper's archive; that is, every
page of every magazine since 1850.

Trademarks: Enormously influential and a feast of ideas. Pays more attention to the
environment than its counterparts. Sedate, clean design. Seymour Hersh broke the
story of the My Lai massacre in Harper's. Has published everybody from Winston
Churchill to Jack London to Sylvia Plath to George Saunders to Mark Twain to
Marilynne Robinson.

Consider this as a gift for: People who crave information. Your parents. Your
mentors. Students. Your brainy pals. People who care about egalitarianism, reason,
and honesty.

Honorable Mentions:
1. Tricycle
2. Cook's Illustrated
3. Tin House
4. maisonneuve
5. Yoga Journal
6. The Paris Review
7. Ebony
8. Interview Magazine
9. The Kenyon Review
10. World Literature Today
11. Tikkun Magazine
12. Utne Reader
13. Yes! Magazine
14. Ode Magazine
15. make/shift

